-Hello Pedro! How are you?
-I am excellent. And you?
-So, So. How is Mary?
-Very well, thank you. I would like to introduce
to you Teresa…
-Nice to meet you Teresa
-(Teresa) A pleasure…
-The pleasure is mine. Where are you from?
-I am from the United States. And you?
-I am from the United States too!





In this vocabulary, we all seat in the floor. Each
person is part of group A or B (named by the
teacher). Each student will have 4 vocabulary
words. “Lorenzo” will pass from student to
student. When you get Lorenzo, pick one of your
cards and explain what your vocabulary word is,
without saying the “direct translation” of the
word. Only when someone in your group guesses
correctly, you pass “Lorenzo” quickly to the
person next to you
The object of the game is TO NOT HAVE
LORENZO when the CLOCK RINGS. Whoever has
Lorenzo at the end, the whole team loses…





Take the yellow book (DESCUBRE) and open
on page 10. We are going to read about
“besos” when we greet people…
When we finish, complete the activities at the
bottom.





Page 11: Read names…
In Spanish the name is like this:
◦
◦
◦
◦



First Name
Middle Name
1st Last name (Father)
2nd Last name (Mother)

Girls: When you get married, you lose your
second last name and you adopt your
husband’s





Many of the Spanish names come from the
Judeo-Christian culture, therefore some
names are combined. The most common one
is MARÍA followed by another name. MARÍA is
Spanish for MARY, the Virgin Mary.
Many of these names are used combined and
cannot be separated.
◦ EX: María José (Mary Joseph)





In many countries, your SAINT (the saint from which
you got your name) is celebrated in the Spanish
tradition. It is celebrated on the day of that Saint.
Finally, last names have a history too. Many last names
have a meaning in Spanish. For example, many last
names that end in “EZ” mean “son of…” therefore,
◦ ALVAREZ = SON OF Alvaro
◦ FERNANDEZ = SON OF Fernando

Interested? You can research the origin of your
favorite name on…
http://genealogy.about.com/cs/surname/a/spanish_na
mes.htm
http://www.behindthename.com/names/usage/spanish




Study your vocabulary words. Your next quiz
will be Wed.…

